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About This Game

The legacy of the critically acclaimed Giant games, already continued by the successful "Train Giant“, highlights now the
popular theme Agriculture up to a new level in “Farming Giant”, presented by UIG. In the best tradition of the giants-series the
player will get a first-class business simulation crafted with a lot of details. The player will build farms, maintain and upgrade

his properties. Whether farming or ranching, the experience covers all parts of agriculture. With the right strategy and the
courage for expansion, international success is guaranteed. A huge game world, a variety of production processes and trade
opportunities and various game modes as well as achievements provide long-lasting fun. Furthermore the agricultural giant

impresses with wide range of management options (from seed to distribution - the players takes decisions by himself) and an
extensive fleet of vehicles. A detailed skill tree provides RPG elements and offers the opportunity to specialize more and more!

Features

Tremendous game world with farming areas all over Europe

Exciting scenarios with varying tasks

Four different playing modes for long lasting fun

From growing to breeding many economy circulations are provided
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Many possibilities of management, from seeds to distribution everything can be decided individually

Extensive vehicle fleet with machines from renowned manufacturers

Steam Version includes all Gold Content

The add-on extends the game with a variety of new goods, buildings, freely placeable items and vehicles. Besides new
commodities you will face a bunch of new challenges, including brand new scenarios.

Features

Many scenarios

Countless Plants including sugar beet, corn or hops

Numerous buildings like sugar mills, breweries, stables, warehouses or bakeries

Freely placeable items like kennels, fountains, fences, rocks or scarecrows

Vehicles for all goods and raw materials

Demo

Please feel free to check out the free Demo (English / German):
http://www.shacknews.com/file/33371/farming-giant-demo-1002-windows
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Title: Farming Giant
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Actalogic
Publisher:
Toplitz Productions
Release Date: 28 May, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / 7 / Vista / 8

Processor: 2,4 GHz Pentium or 100% compatible CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce 6800GT, ATI Radeon HD 3650

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Hungarian,Japanese,Polish
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Buggy as hell. Once again Steam has released a game that was not ready to play on Steam. I requested "tech support" thru Steam
and they granted me an audience 2 weeks later with the standard remove the game then re-download, etc. etc and obviously
didn't read my ticket that I carefully typed out to them explaining exactly what it was doing and what the problem was. This
game is buggy as hell (before Steam got a hold of it), and they had to have known it was going to be a problem based on the
reviews of this game online. Add that to completely incompetant and nonexistant tech support via Steam and you have a waste
of money on your hands. There is a group out here on Steam warning people about Steam's refusal to stand behind the games
they sell, nor give refunds, nor give store credit, etc. We need to join together with groups like this to demand Steam take better
care of its customers and starting appreciating our $ and act like a real store.. Farming Giant, for me, was not riddled with game
breaking bugs however I still encountered some spectacular crashes with reproduceable causes. My primary complain is that
there is no competition; no other farms are trying to service the cities so the only game over is if you spend yourself into a
corner. Trying to create a grain farm is thankless and unrewarding, which might be realistic, but it pretty much mandates that
you enter into beef cattle or dairy (dairy has a huge ROI). The graphics are pleasant, but the SFX for clicking buildings is
obnoxious and the music is wildly out of place for this bucolic setting. Still, if you're a huge sim fan like myself, you can find
some fun here.. Buggy.... really buggy. Crashes all the time.. This game is out since 2012, but has so many bugs which really
kills the game. Crashing every now and then (found solution in forum saying to remove water and workers from building \/ field
before changing anything = worked ). but then there is problem with cars, time to time they decide to stop moving for no damn
reason. Definetly not recomended to pay for this game ..... I was very excited to play a game like this one but the GAME
DOESN'T WORK. Many people including me have crash problems and there is no update fixing it. I bought and could only
play 0,6 hours before it bores me with many crashes and bugs. Dont buy!. This game is filled with bugs. most can be worked
around. i've already invested 20+ hours. Really confusing at first since there is a lack of a real tutorial. There are scenarios, but
only one map. The key is to save and save often cause the game will randomly crash. 95% of the time it will be raining so alot of
crop can't grow to effecent quanities due to the field being to humid. If you enjoy trying to figure out games that have very low
details of what stuff does and you enjoy working with bugs (such as the new simcity) then you will enjoy the game, atleast til it
crashes and you realise you havn't saved it for 1\/2 and hour and you have to redo a ton of stuff.
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The game would be brilliant for a casual game.
However the game crashes. I did all the steps on the support page, which states if the game still crashes go to the developer's
page.
WHICH IS IN GERMAN ONLY.
The developer support page even worst then the Stream one.
Overall, I wouldn't buy the game if I knew that it is keeps crashing, and would like a refund, since the game is unstable, and this
fact wasn't stated enywhere.. The potential is there for being a great sim, but the fact none of my accumulative orders ever
actually "accumulate" means that they all fail. That combined with no in or out of game wiki means I can't look up on why
things aren't working. Needs some patches before properly playable I think.. Very demanding CPU and video game ( Core 2
duo , GeForce 9600m 512m , 4 gigs ram ) punishing my computer , rendering is all low settings and its still choppy and slow (
any game that has fine detail imaging and can be zoomed way out is ussually very demanding on memory and cpu )

The minimum requirements on the game is misleading , 2,4 GHz Pentium and the recommended 3,0 GHz Pentium with a
Nvidia Geforce GTX 560 ( btw who runs a 3,0 GHz Pentium with a Nvidia Geforce GTX 560 together anyway , is that even
possible ? ). DO NOT BUY THIS GAME. Too many bugs. Unplay.. the amount of crashes you get are so bad its not worth
playing at all and for the price i would not advice anyone paying for it.they need to patch it or remove it
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